Item: 10

Change to the Sailing Instructions 49er, 49erFX and Nacra17

Summary:

SI 21 Safety shall now read

21.1 [SP] Each competitor will be issued with an identification badge at registration. Each competitor shall, before going afloat each day, by dropping their tally from the “Check-Out/Check in wall” into the basket at the Race Office. Upon returning to shore each competitor shall "check in" prior to the end of protest time for their class by again dropping their tally into the basket.

Attention should be drawn to SI 25.2 and 25.6

SI 25.2 At all times while on the water, support boats shall display either national flag on a staff with the top of the hoist minimum 1.5 m above water level or their national code letters (minimum height 200mm) on the outside of the hull or on the outboard motor cover. Additionally each support boat shall display the numbered sticker supplied by the Organizing Authority on the side of the bow of the support boat.

SI 25.6 The International Jury may direct the Organizing Authority to revoke privileges from any boat or person found to be in breach of SI 25.

Comment - Competitors and coaches are reminded that competitors maybe penalized for beaches of the Rules by their support persons.